*People are named left to right starting at the top. Groups of people that are arranged in a circular pattern are named clockwise.*
CRYSTAL BALL
MONTE CARLO
STUDY ABROAD
JimmyKelly (Australia)

RoseGrose (India)

LEFT
JimmyKelly (Australia)
Jeffrey Crapko (Kenya)

Mike Benson '07, Ashley Boehmke, Bridgett Blough, Blake MacDonald (Spain)
ElizabethPrimeau (Italy)

AshleyBoehmke/Benson AlizaCaplan HannahSlessinger MariahFrye (Spain)
Amber Guerrero, Jessica Bard, Nicholas White (Spain)

Paul Whitehouse, Elena Brooks (Czech Republic)

Rose Grose, Anna Storz, Emily Harpe (India)

Randy Rzecznik, Mike Benson '07, Bridgett Blough, Ryan Ouillette (Spain)
Rachel Fedore (Spain)

Megan O’Neill, Lisa Brenneman, Ashley Cherniawski, Arianne Rester (Germany)
ElleMartine ChrisDomenicali EliMelaas JordannaTomblin (Germany)

GaryGerlach JordannaTomblin EvaMelstrom (France)
SENIOR EVENTS
(BACK) Kathy Drew Lee (Karraker) Cambata (LEFT, FRONT)
Gwen Persons Elena Brooks Jessica Bard Elizabeth Lamphier

Elizabeth Lamphier Elena Brooks Brady Donaldson

Mariah Frye Lindsay Davis Nora Serfheim Bridgett Blough
OFF CAMPUS
BASEBALL

Dan Barkley

Joshua Curry

Jeff Leone
SOFTBALL

Kari Anderson

Emily Collins
MEN’S BASKETBALL
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Therese Demres Kelsea Howell Emily Collins

GOLF

Dana Hennessey
Megan Gilbert
RachelFedore
AlizaCaplan
Monishalterkowski
JustinLakamper
StephenHagerman
StefanoCrescentini
Maraliewerwyk
MaraBeverwyk
ScottMacDonald
RyanDrutchas
TENNIS

Matt Wise

Tim Hubbard

Ashley Cherniawski

Mary Alaluh

Geneva Garcia
COMMENCEMENT
CONTRIBUTORS
Lisa Darling, project founder and adviser, for her critique, encouragement, and keen eye.
Christy Honsenberger for her guidance, enthusiasm, and support.
Penelope Owen ’16 for all her help, dedication, and patience in this new project.
Steve Wideen, Kathy Milliken, and David Dimcheff for taking the time to submit athletic photos.
The class of 2008 contributors for sharing your photos and helping create this memory book. Also thanks to the class agents Bridgett Blough, Alexa Lindsay, and Amber Guerrero for answering all my questions and offering support.
The Office of Alumni Relations, especially, Kerri Barker, Kim Aldrich, and Sass Haviar for their partnership and support of the OrangeZest project.
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Aaron Endre
Alexa Lindsay
Amber Guerrero
Ashley Chernewski
Ashley Gregory
Ariane Reister
Brady Donaldson
Brenda Baran
Bridgett Blough
Caitlin Paul
Daniel Alt
Elena Brooks
Elizabeth Laphamier
Jessica Bard
Jimmy Kelly
Jordanna Tambino
Katie Krezoski
Katie Waldeck
Kendall (Carlson) Bascor
Lindsay Fisch
Nora Selichemer
Rohan Krishnamurthy
RoyBergman
Zachary Workman
Julia Dean
Mariah Frye
Meagan (O’Neill) Kudzia
Rose Grose
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